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“Optical Guiding” Limits on Extraction Efficiencies of Single-Pass,
Tapered Wiggler Amplifiers

W. M. Fawley

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, University of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract

Single-pass, tapered wiggler amplifiers have an attractive
feature of being able, in theory at least, of extracting a large
portion of the electron beam energy into light. In circumstances
where an optical FEL wiggler length is significantly longer than
the Rayleigh lengthzR corresponding to the electron beam ra-
dius, diffraction losses must be controlled via the phenomenon
of optical guiding. Since the strength of the guiding depends
upon the effective refractive indexn exceeding one, and since
(n�1) is inversely proportional to the optical electric field, there
is a natural limiting mechanism to the on-axis field strength and
thus the rate at which energy may be extracted from the electron
beam. In particular, the extraction efficiency for a prebunched
beam asymptotically grows linearly with z rather than quadrat-
ically. We present analytical and numerical simulation results
concerning this behavior and discuss its applicability to various
FEL designs including oscillator/amplifier-radiator configura-
tions.

1 Introduction

For over a decade (see, e.g. [1]), single-pass, tapered wiggler
free-electron laser (FEL) amplifiers have been suggested as a
means to obtain much higher extraction efficiencies of electron
beam power into laser light than is normally possible in simple
oscillator configurations. A key aspect of the tapered wiggler
amplifier is the phenomenon of “optical guiding”[3] which per-
mits both the optical gain length and total wiggler length to be
many times that of the optical Rayleigh length. The guiding is
caused by the bunched electron beam having an effective refrac-
tive indexn exceeding one and thus acting as an optical fiber.
Experimentally, “gain guiding” was observed in the LLNL Pal-
adin experiment[4] but the electron beam brightness was insuf-
ficient to permit meaningful tapering experiments.

While doing extensive modeling in the mid-1980’s for the
(then) upcoming Paladin experiment, I (and undoubtedly oth-
ers) noticed that, well into the saturated gain regime of an FEL
amplifier, the optical power grew approximately linearly withz
as opposed to quadratically as would be the case if one “simple-
mindedly” presumed that all the emitted optical power remained
confined within the electron beam cross-section. Many years
later, while examining [5] the theoretical efficiency of a two
stage FEL involving an oscillator followed by a single-pass “ra-
diator”, I realized that this linear growth rate stemmed from a
fundamental aspect of optical guiding - namely, since the refrac-

tive indexn scales inversely as the optical electric field, if the
effective longitudinal bunching remains more or less constant,
the on-axis field (and thus the instantaneous energy extraction
rate) is limited to a more-or-less constant value.

2 Theoretical Analysis

I first adapt Colson’s normalized FEL parameters to amplifier
configurations and the apply them to determine the limits of
optical guiding in the saturated gain regime.

2.1 Normalized Variables

Colson [2] introduced a set of normalized quantities for analy-
sis of oscillator FEL’s; with minor adaptation, they also prove
useful for analysis of single-pass amplifiers. The normalized,
complex RMS electric fielda and the normalized current den-
sity j may be defined as
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Here!p is the on-axis electron plasma frequency,aw is the nor-
malized rms vector potential,o the beam’s initial Lorentz fac-
tor, andfB is the Bessel function difference coupling term for
a linearly polarized undulator, andL is a scaling length to be
defined below.

Letting �z = z=L, the FEL field equation in the slowly-
varying envelope approximation may be rewritten as
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where the brackets represent averaging over the particle phases
�i (measured relative to that of a plane wave),ks is the radiation
wavenumber, and�i � awfBo=a

o
wf

o
Bi where the “o” refers to

the quantity’s initial value. Foraw � 2, �i varies little from one
for trapped particles and for simplicity I drop it in the remainder
of the analysis in this section (the particle simulations described
in x3 include it implicitly).
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2 where�
is the Pierce parameter, we judiciously chooseL � �w=4� �,
which is (approximately) the exponential growth length for the
optical electric field. Note that with this particular definition of
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L, j = 2 exactlyand different amplifiers will have different nor-
malized wiggler lengths (Lw=L) but identical normalized cur-
rent densities. This is in contrast to oscillators where Colson
setsL ! Lw and the normalized wiggler length is always one
but the normalized currents vary greatly.

2.2 Optical Guiding and Energy Extraction in
the Saturated Gain Regime

In most proposed amplifier configurations, the input laser power
at z = 0 will be much smaller than the “saturation” power and
the power will grow exponentially untilP ! Psat � �Pbeam,
where, using relation (1),jaj = 2. To increase the laser power
significantly beyond this level, the wiggler must be tapered
to reduce the resonant energyr with z. Tapering will work
well, however, only if the diffractive losses are not extreme.
Following the analysis presented in Scharlemann, Sessler, and
Wurtele[3], we expect strong, refractive guiding in both the ex-
ponential and saturated gain regions if the “fiber parameter”

V 2 � (n2 � 1) k2s r
2
�

(4)

is of order 1 or greater wherer� is, approximately, the1=e point
in a Gaussian profile electron beam or the HWHM in a parabolic
profile. From relation (3), the real part ofn is given by

Re(n) � 1 =
j

ksLjaj
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and, for the usual case of(n � 1) small, one finds
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where i � �i + �, measures the particle longitudinal phase
relative to that of the ponderomotive well. Withj = 2 and
zR � ksr

2
�
=2 and reasonable values of< cos  >� 0:5 and

zR=L � 1, optical guiding is strong at the beginning of the
saturated gain regime permittingjaj to grow linearly withz.

Eventually though, whenjaj approaches

a� � 4 j hcos  i
zR
L
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V 2 becomes sufficiently small that optical guiding “fails”, and
significant radiation begins to leak transversely beyondr = r�.
At this point, jaj stays nearly constant withz and, since the
particle deceleration is directly proportional tojaj hsin  i, the
total power grows linearly withz.

With jaj constant and presuming constant values ofhsin  i
andhcos  i, it is easy to estimate an upper bound to the energy
extraction in the saturated gain regime. Denoting� as the
mean reduction in the beam energy,
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Figure 1: Total laser power versusz for FRED simulations of
a10:6�m FEL. Run “A” includes the full physics of diffraction
and betatron motion; Run “B” has individual betatron motion
suppressed; Run “C” has both betatron motion and diffraction
suppressed.

Inserting the asymptotic value ofjaj from eq. (7) and the defi-
nition ofL,�
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Since the maximum practical value ofhsin  i hcos  i is �
0:25, the energy extraction per gain lengthL is about2�(zR=L)
or less.

3 SIMULATION RESULTS

The FRED [6] simulation code was used to investigate the
phenomena described above. I chose beam parameters of
IB = 1 kA, o = 200, a uniformly filled 4-ellipsoid trans-
verse phase space with" = 1400�mm-mrad (equivalent en-
ergy spread�=o = 2:7� 10�3), �s = 10:6�m, and a 30-m,
linearly-polarized wiggler with�w = 80mm, aw = 3:1, and
curved poletip focusing. The corresponding� = 7:2 � 10�3,
L = 0:89m, andzR = 1:22m. With an input 10 MW laser
power (i.e. jaj = 0:3), 5 meters are needed for saturation with
Psat � 0:8GW. Beginning at2:5m, the wiggleraw was tapered
using a constant r strategy.

Figures 1 and 2 show results from three illustrative runs. Run
A with  r = 0:5 included “full” physics (e.g. diffraction and
betatron motion) and curve A in Figs. 1 and 2 show the to-
tal laser power and on-axis electric field, respectively, as func-
tions ofz. Both show behavior similar to that predicted above;
namely the on-axis intensity approaches an asymptotic value
and the total power grows linearly withz. Approximately20%
of the total electron beam power is converted to radiation by
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Figure 2: Normalized (see Eq. 1), on-axis radiation electric
fields versusz for the three FRED runs of Fig. 1.

z = 30m with bunching parametersb � jhexp i�ij, hcos  i,
hsin  i of 0.55, 0.45, and 0.30 respectively. Run B retained
diffraction and beam emittance but suppressed betatron motion.
As with run “A”, the on-axis field approachs a constant value
but the total energy extraction increases to 24% and bunching
parameters of 0.60, 0.52, and 0.31. Forz � 20m, Fig. 2
shows thata ! 5:5 in Run B; for comparison, eq. (7) predicts
a� = 5:7 for hcos  i = 0:52 in good agreement.

Run C suppressed both diffraction and betatron motion, thus
confining the emitted light radially. (As a side note, if diffrac-
tion is suppressed but betatron motion retained, the overall am-
plifier performance becomes rather poor because of detrapping
caused by the individual particle betatron motion through the
highly curved wave fronts which arise from the radial gain vari-
ation). Diffraction appears to strongly reduce the radial phase
variation and thus lessens the performance penalty induced by
betatron motion. Best performance came from r = 0:33 re-
sulting in 35% energy extraction byz = 30m and b=0.55,
hcos  i = 0:50, andhsin  i = 0:25. In sharp contrast to Runs
A and B which included diffraction, the on-axis electric field
in Run C grows linearly withz throughout the saturated gain
regime. As expected from the linear growth ofjaj, the extracted
power grows nearly quadratically beyondz � 8m.

4 Discussion

The dependence of the energy extraction rate [eq. (9)] in the sat-
urated gain regime upon the producthcos  i hsin  i and hence
the bunching fractionb squared emphasizes, as has long been re-
alized, that it is crucial in the operation of an optical wavelength,
single-pass, tapered wiggler FEL to both trap a large fraction of
the beam in the ponderomotive well and decelerate those parti-
cles with minimal detrapping. When a waveguide is present to

confine the radiation mode as is usually true for microwave FEL
amplifiers, optical guiding physics is no longer critical and the
energy extraction rate should be less sensitive to bunching frac-
tion. Although a cursory glance at eq. (9) would suggest (for a
constantb) that the extraction rate would improve if the beam
radius and hencezR increased, since�3 / ne / I=r2�, to lowest
order this is not so and in general decreasing� both increases the
gain length in the exponential gain regime and makes the effec-
tive energy spread due to emittance even worse. Consequently,
as many experimentalists know from painful experience, it is
always best to optimize beam quality, even if it means trading
off a bit of peak beam current.
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